
Simply Outstanding









Discover and enjoy

The Hotel Bahía del Duque is located on the shores of the 
Atlantic Ocean, in one of the warmest and most prestigious 

areas of the island of Tenerife: Costa Adeje.





On this amazing volcanic island, 
which features an exceptional 

climate with an average annual 
temperature of 23 ºC, is the 

Teide National Park, declared a 
World Heritage Site by Unesco. 



The Hotel, with a design that 
recreates a traditional Canarian 

Colonial villa from the 19th 
Century, covers an area of 
100.000 m², of which over 
63.000 m² are lush tropical 

gardens.







Located next to the El Duque 
beach and only 20 minutes 

from the International Tenerife 
South – Reina Sofia Airport, the 
hotel offers exclusive services 

such as the extraordinary Bahía 
Wellness Retreat, an oasis that 

invites you to revitalize body 
and mind, and a world-class 

culinary proposal. 



Sleep and dream

Surrounded by idyllic gardens and located by the sea, our 
346 rooms, of which 57 are suites, and 40 private villas offer 
a peaceful retreat where you can unwind and surrender to a 

sublime sense of tranquillity. 







Bahía del Duque offers a world 
of possibilities so you can 

choose the accommodation 
that turns a simple holiday into 

something outstanding. 





Harmony in stillness





Bahía del Duque

Tranquillity and devotion to detail define Bahía del Duque. Its 
exceptional amenities and breathtaking views over the beach or 

the exotic gardens, make these rooms the ideal place to rest.



Elegant and carefully decorated 
spaces with unique details 
that combine classic and 
contemporary style, with 

elements of light and colour. 
Choose between our deluxe 

rooms, suites or our exclusive 
suite Imelda.







Experience world class service





Casas Ducales 

Located in a privileged area of the Hotel, they recreate a Colonial 
estate where you can experience the art of personalized service 

in its hall-reception. 



The rooms and suites 
offer exclusively designed 

furniture, where the exquisite 
combination of noble materials 

create an atmosphere of 
luxury and balance, which 

is complemented with 
personalized service in all its 
amenities, as well as offering 

butler service and special 
attentions. 





Submerge into bliss







Las Villas

Surrounded by tropical gardens, Las Villas form an idyllic 
retreat where the refined service and warm climate create an 

environment of privacy and unparalleled exclusivity.



Designed by the prestigious 
interior designer Pascua Ortega, 
they have been built in a classic 
and elegant style using volcanic 

stone. Each one includes a 
private pool and separate 

solarium terrace.







 The rooms and bathrooms 
finished in basalt stone have the 

perfect combination of light, 
space and colour. 



Engage your senses





Wine and dine

Bahía del Duque offers a unique gastronomic dining experience 
with its own identity in its exceptional restaurants; one of them 

holder of a Michelin star, Nub.







The Hotel invites you to 
enjoy a journey of the senses 

and to discover a world of 
delicate flavours through the 
haute cuisine offered in its 9 
restaurants and 13 lounges, 

where you can indulge in 
exquisite dishes of international, 

Italian, Japanese, French and 
Basque.





Surrender to happiness





Explore and play

Tenerife, with its warm temperatures is the perfect place to 
venture out to try new activities and enjoy your favourite sports. 

At Bahía del Duque a new experience awaits you every day 
thanks to its magnificent facilities. 



It has direct access to two 
beaches. The Hotel also 

includes 5 swimming pools, 
tennis, paddle and squash 

courts, pitch & putt and billiards 
room, an extraordinary botanical 

walk, ping pong, giant chess 
and a unique astronomic 

observatory. 







Create everlasting memories





Young dukes  

The architecture of the Hotel full of bridges, passageways, 
gardens and swimming pools, leads the little ones to a world of 
fantasy, where the games organized by the entertainment team 

and the Duqui Club turn each moment into an unforgettable 
experience.



The Hotel offers babysitting 
services for our youngest 

guests, as well as kids menus 
in several of the restaurants. It 
also includes a Teen Lounge, 

inspired by the California 
surfing lifestyle of the film “Big 
Wednesday” and is the perfect 
private hideaway for our teen 

guests. 





Indulge in life







Disconnect and reconnect

Bahía Wellness Retreat invites you to experience a world of 
relaxing and revitalizing sensations. Disconnect the mind and 

reactivate the body in an exclusive space where peace and 
energy go hand in hand, thanks to its special spa and fitness 

services, beauty rituals and physiotherapy treatments.



Bahía Wellness Retreat 
offers 20 treatment cabins, 

3 thalassotherapy treatment 
rooms, 5 outdoor cabanas, 2 
private VIP Suites, as well as 
4 Thai Room Spa treatment 

rooms and the Thai Room Plaza 
area, inspired by traditional 

Asian culture. 







It also includes a sophisticated 
outdoor thalassotherapy 

circuit, fitness area, 
physiotherapy area, Beauty 
Studio, FaceCoach (facial 

training), spa boutique and 
lunch service with healthy drinks 

and snacks. 



Expect the unexpected
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